Host Tim says:
<<<Begin Mission, 10011.05; episode 1>>>

Host Raven_CO says:
::Just walking into the Grub Inn::

Baker_CEO says:
::Arrives at the Inn::

Wesson_XO says:
::walking street with Smith to Grub Inn::

Ian_CIV says:
::headed towards the Inn with Baker and Parkay::

Falcon_CTO says:
::off to the left of the captain scoping out the area::

Wesson_XO says:
EO: Should be right around the corner here.

Smith_EO says:
XO: I hope so.

Wesson_XO says:
EO: I know...seems like we have been walking forever...

Paris_FCO says:
::Adjusts her cloak and heads to the inn::

Hawk_CSO says:
::into the Grub Inn, with the Raven and Falcon::

Host Raven_CO says:
:;moves her hair out of her eyes and goes up to the bar and orders something as she looks around::

Falcon_CTO says:
::Scans the room with his targeting device::

Ian_CIV says:
Baker: Hopefully we should be able to locate some good investment properties while we are here.

Baker_CEO says:
Ian: Of course... that's why we made this trip after all.

Host Raven_CO says:
::looks at CTO as if to say put that away::

Wesson_XO says:
::sees inn::  EO: Over this way Smith.

Smith_EO says:
XO: Okay, I’ll follow you.

Smith_EO says:
XO: Don't mention it, I guess that we have to do this right?

Hawk_CSO says:
CO: Everything alright? ::glances the CTO::

Wesson_XO says:
::adjusts baseball hat and heads for the door::

Host Raven_CO says:
::whispers:: CSO See anyone checking us out? ::hands him a drink::

Host Kronk says:
::With head down rolls eyes up to observe the strangers::

Ian_CIV says:
Baker/Paris: We need to do some looking around....  but concentrate on possible industrial locations.

Baker_CEO says:
Ian: Will do.

Wesson_XO says:
::enters inn::

Falcon_CTO says:
::After thing is clear with the targeting sensor he opens his mind for any thoughts..::

Wesson_XO says:
EO: Keep on your toes...

Smith_EO says:
XO: Aye, Sir.

Hawk_CSO says:
::takes the drink:: CO: So far, so good...

Host Kronk says:
::Takes a large slug of his drink and looks away::

Host Raven_CO says:
::leans against the bar and tries not to look at the rest of her crew as they enter::

Baker_CEO says:
::looks around like an innocent tourist would::

Wesson_XO says:
::looks at surroundings::

DrParkay-CMO says:
::takes Donnie's arm:: CNS: Looks like we're here.

Parkay_CNS says:
CMO: Yes Trish, we are finally here.  This will be a good vacation for the both of us.

Hawk_CSO says:
::sips and notices the rest of the crew arriving, then looks at the bar::

Ian_CIV says:
::enters Inn::

Paris_FCO says:
::follows Ian into the inn::

Wesson_XO says:
::sees Raven::  EO: A drink my friend Smith?

Smith_EO says:
XO: You betcha!

Host Raven_CO says:
CSO: I am going to the powder room.. try and not look so obvious, get him… ::points at CTO:: a drink.

Hawk_CSO says:
::nods:: CO: I will... ::takes a drink and moves towards the Falcon::

Falcon_CTO says:
::walks up to the bar:: Barkeep: Iron City in a bottle.

Parkay_CNS says:
::looks around the room:: CMO: Want to get a drink before we go to our room?

DrParkay-CMO says:
CNS: That would be great.

Paris_FCO says:
::looks at Bell:: Ian: Ian, I think this will be most profitable.

Ian_CIV says:
Paris: You never know, for sure....  putting buyers and locations together CAN be tricky.  People get really antsy about real estate, sometimes.

Baker_CEO says:
::looks at Paris:: Paris: I hope so... or we'll have made a long uncomfortable trip for nothing!

Host Raven_CO says:
::weaves her way in between tables and moves to the only door that fits the description powder room::

Wesson_XO says:
::walks up to bar with Smith::  Barkeep: 2 whiskeys...neat.

Falcon_CTO says:
::gets the beer and opens the bottle with his teeth...trying not to wince::

Hawk_CSO says:
::sees Falcon drinking and even so offers him the drink he brought::

Falcon_CTO says:
CSO: No thanks...::in a whisper:: no sign of trouble.

Host Kronk says:
ACTION: BAR PATRONS EYE RAVEN AS SHE MOVES THROUGH THE ROOM

Ian_CIV says:
Paris: Why don't you see about getting some accommodations set up for us while I check on a few things?
Paris_FCO says:
Ian: Of course, I am a bit tired.

Smith_EO says:
::follows the XO:: XO: Nice decision.

Parkay_CNS says:
::the couple walk up to the bar and take a seat next to a women that looks as she had been drug through the wrong part of town(Spencer):: CMO: Heather what would you like?

Wesson_XO says:
::hands one whiskey to Smith::  EO: Cheers...

Smith_EO says:
XO: Cheers!

Host Raven_CO says:
::tries to not look at any of them and opens the door.. it creaks and she winces::

DrParkay-CMO says:
CNS: I suppose a glass of white Zinfindel would be quite nice if they have it.

Wesson_XO says:
::slams down drink::  Self: Not bad...

Parkay_CNS says:
Bartender: Two glasses of white Zinfindel if you please.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: SEVERAL MEN MOVE TO MRS. PARKAY'S SIDE

DrParkay-CMO says:
::looks somewhat alarmed::

Ian_CIV says:
::pulls out a civilian comm device and makes a few calls, anyone listening will hear lots of boring stuff about local real estate firms and setting up appointments::

Hawk_CSO says:
::understands the CTO:: CTO: Anyway, what do  you have so far?

Baker_CEO says:
::looks a Ian:: Bell: You want me to come with you?

Smith_EO says:
::drinks the whiskey:: XO: Very good, whiskey.

Host Raven_CO says:
::opens the stalls with her foot looking in, no one is in any  of them::

Wesson_XO says:
::sees men moving to Parkay's side::

Parkay_CNS says:
::looks over and see the men but tries to not pay any attention just places his arm on her::

Paris_FCO says:
:;walks over to the desk clerk:: Clerk: Excuse me, reservations for Bell, Paris and Baker please?

Host Kronk says:
::Stands and moves to stand outside the bar's restroom::

Ian_CIV says:
Baker: Why don't you head over to the bar and get us something... I am a bit dry after the trip.

Baker_CEO says:
Bell: Sure... anything in particular?

Parkay_CNS says:
:: the Parkay's receive their drinks::

Host Raven_CO says:
::stands on her tip toes and peers out a window to the outside::

Host Kronk says:
::Leans against the wall and picks teeth with dirty fingers::

Parkay_CNS says:
~~~~Heather: Move closer to me, those men next to you are making me nervous. ~~~

DrParkay-CMO says:
::moves closer to CNS::

Falcon_CTO says:
::continues to scan the room::

Wesson_XO says:
::stands and slowly makes way to Parkay's area::

Host Raven_CO says:
::splashes some water on her face from the filthy sink wiping it dry on her sleeve and then opens the door to leave the room::

Paris_FCO says:
<Clerk>: Ahh yes Miss Paris, I have your rooms ready. Here you are.. ::hands her three pass cards::

Ian_CIV says:
Baker: A beer would be good... maybe a Harp or, even better, a half-and-half, if they can do it

Host Kronk says:
ACTION: THE LARGE DIRTY, MINERS LEER AT PARKAY

Wesson_XO says:
EO: Stay here for a moment and keep on your guard.

Smith_EO says:
XO: Aye, Sir.

Parkay_CNS says:
::looks at those gentleman next to Heather:: Can I help you?

Host Raven_CO says:
Kronk: Pardon me.. ::he is standing in the way::

Baker_CEO says:
Bell: Half and half it is. ::smiles and goes into the bar::

Hawk_CSO says:
::turns and takes a good look at the bar, sees everyone::

Falcon_CTO says:
::in a whisper:: CSO: Nothing out of the norm.. CSO: There is no way in the world I drink that swill.

Baker_CEO says:
::takes a seat::

Host Kronk says:
::Looks up as Raven exits restroom:: Raven: Want a drink, foxy?

Paris_FCO says:
Clerk: Thank you and you will have champagne sent up, chilled of course?

DrParkay-CMO says:
::sips wine, trying to look a little more casual.::

DrParkay-CMO says:
::keeps eye on these guys::

Wesson_XO says:
::walks up to Parkay::  Men: IS there a problem here?

Host Raven_CO says:
::goes to move around him:: Kronk: Depends.

Hawk_CSO says:
::whispers:: CTO: No problem... ::sips::  Why is she taking so long?

Paris_FCO says:
<Clerk>: Of course Miss Paris, immediately.

Parkay_CNS says:
::looks at the men again:: If you don’t mind, could you move over?

Host Kronk says:
::Gives Raven a meaningful look:: Raven: Come to my table.

Falcon_CTO says:
::whisper:: CSO: No idea, but I am sure she knows what she’s doing. I hear she was trained by K'tarn.

Wesson_XO says:
::keeps an eye on miners::

Baker_CEO says:
::aloud:: Barkeep, one half beer, half harp and one full beer to go!

Host Raven_CO says:
Kronk: For a minute.. I have an appointment.  ::moves in front of him::

Paris_FCO says:
:;smiles and walks back to her companions:: Baker/Bell: Ok we're all set. Here are your pass cards. ::hands them the cards::

Host Kronk says:
::Walks to table expecting her to follow and sits::

Parkay_CNS says:
CMO: What do you say we check into our rooms?

DrParkay-CMO says:
CNS: Yes dear, I quite agree.

Baker_CEO says:
::gets beers and half beers::

Host Kronk says:
::Nods to vacant chair for Raven to sit::

Ian_CIV says:
Paris: Thanks... Baker is in the bar, let's head in and get a table... then we will go up and unload our stuff in the rooms.

Falcon_CTO says:
::takes a drink from his bottle::

Paris_FCO says:
Ian: Fine. Let’s go.

Host Raven_CO says:
::scoots the chair out and sits down:: Kronk: What are we drinking?

Host Kronk says:
::Wipes dirty fingers threw his thick black hair::

Host Raven_CO says:
::is pretty sure she sees a small louse run out of his hair and onto his shoulder::

Baker_CEO says:
::tries to get to a table and sits at one; awaits the others::

Ian_CIV says:
::heads in and finds a seat at a table::

Falcon_CTO says:
::notices the captain is sitting down next to some one::

Parkay_CNS says:
::takes her hand and heads for the front desk glaring at the men::

Paris_FCO says:
::spots Baker and heads to his table::

Wesson_XO says:
::sees Parkays leave and heads back to EO::

Host Kronk says:
::Slides a glass to Raven:: Raven: Something that hides the truth. ::Grins::

Hawk_CSO says:
::whispers:: CTO: You're right... ::sees the rest of the crew::

Baker_CEO says:
::sees Paris:: Paris: We got rooms?

Paris_FCO says:
::hands him the card:: Baker: Of course, I made reservations. ::smiles::

Parkay_CNS says:
Clerk: Could we check into our room?  Mr. and Dr. Parkay.

Wesson_XO says:
EO: Shall we get to our room now Smith?

Smith_EO says:
XO: I guess so.

Host Raven_CO says:
::looks at it:: Kronk: Thanks ::picks it up but does not drink it::

Falcon_CTO says:
::keeps an eye on the, ummm to use the term loosely, "gentlemen" sitting next to the captain::

Wesson_XO says:
::grabs bag and heads for desk::

Falcon_CTO says:
::whisper:: CSO: looks like Raven might have made contact....

Ian_CIV says:
Baker/Paris: I have set up a couple of appointments with some local firms to look at local properties...   I have also set up some appointments for Baker to talk to local manufacturing firms and equipment suppliers in order to determine availability of materials and equipment.

Host Kronk says:
::Leans toward Raven:: Raven: Now that drink will grow on a cadet.  ::Gives a knowing look::

Baker_CEO says:
::smiles:: Paris: Good. Would you like anything?

Paris_FCO says:
Baker: No thanks; I have champagne waiting in my room.

Wesson_XO says:
Desk: Room for Smith and Wesson?

Host Raven_CO says:
Kronk: Oh will it now? And what would it do to an Officer? ::raises an eyebrow::

Hawk_CSO says:
::notices the CO sitting with Kronk and calls CTO attention to her, discretely::

Parkay_CNS says:
<Clerk> Yes of course, you are in are finest suit, here are your passes, and your bags have already been delivered for you.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: THE NOISE LEVEL IN THE INN RISES; GENERAL CONVERSATION

Baker_CEO says:
Bell/Paris: Good, I'll make sure to evaluate those manufacturers. I'll have a full repor.... I mean a full story when I'll get back.

Ian_CIV says:
::raises eyebrow at Baker's slip::

DrParkay-CMO says:
CNS, Clerk: Wonderful!

Falcon_CTO says:
~~~Reaches out with his mind~~~

Smith_EO says:
::waits in the reception and getting room with XO::

Host Raven_CO says:
:;wipes a wet ring from the glass off of the table::

Parkay_CNS says:
CMO: Shall we? Clerk: Thank you. ::takes the passes and hand one to Heather::

Wesson_XO says:
<Desk> XO: Here is your key...enjoy your stay.

Hawk_CSO says:
::whispers:: CTO: Well, something is happening.....

Host Kronk says:
::Whispers:: Raven: One group you are looking for is at a warehouse on the edge of the city.

Wesson_XO says:
Desk: Thank you.  ::takes key::  EO: Ready?

Smith_EO says:
::sees that the desk gives the key to XO.:XO: Yep.

Host Kronk says:
::Looks around and gulps his drink::

DrParkay-CMO says:
::said with a slightly risqué tone:: CNS: Yes, I am looking forward to some time alone.

Parkay_CNS says:
::smiles:: CMO: As am I. ::they walk off to their room::

Host Raven_CO says:
Kronk: Which edge? ::said as she looks away, trying to appear not interested::

Falcon_CTO says:
::Scans Kronk with his targeting sensor for weapons and such::

Baker_CEO says:
::looks down for a few seconds and then comes back up as if nothing had happened::

Ian_CIV says:
Baker/Paris: Here are the appointments...  I will be talking to local government types to get a feel for taxes and zoning problems. :;hands PADDs to the two::

Baker_CEO says:
::takes his padd::

Paris_FCO says:
::takes the PADD and begins to read:: Ian: Thanks, this should be helpful.

Paris_FCO says:
::watches the other people in the bar::

Host Kronk says:
::Nods to the coaster under Raven's drink on which there is writing::

Wesson_XO says:
EO: Lets find the room.  ::leaves lobby with Smith::

Host Raven_CO says:
::picks up the coaster and slides it down her shirt::

Smith_EO says:
XO: Let's go.

Wesson_XO says:
::whispers::  EO: Lets drop off our stuff and return as soon as we can...

Hawk_CSO says:
::whispers:: CTO: Right... do you have any lifeform reading device with you?

Falcon_CTO says:
::aside to CSO:: CSO: No I can get heat, targeting data and weapons signatures....

Host Kronk says:
::Clinks his glass on Raven's and finishes drink::

Baker_CEO says:
Bell/Parris: Very well, I'll make sure that they're at the peek of engineering capability... That is -- after all -- my specialty.

Host Raven_CO says:
::stands the chair scooting back making a soft scraping noise:: Kronk: Get you another?

Host Kronk says:
::Stands  and starts to lay his hand on Raven's::

Ian_CIV says:
Baker/Paris: We have a long day ahead of us tomorrow, so you better get some rest.. I am headed up as soon as I finish this beer.

Parkay_CNS says:
::a few moments later they arrive in their room:: CMO: Well I guess this is it.

DrParkay-CMO says:
CNS: Yes, it is. Let us have a look at this room of ours.

Wesson_XO says:
::looks for room number::  Self: 12...13...14...15...16...here it is 17

Host Raven_CO says:
:;looks him in the eye and speaks softly:: Kronk: Yes?

Paris_FCO says:
::stands and leans over the table:: Bell/Baker: Ok I think I'll head to my room to "unpack". ::smiles::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: THE TWO MEN THAT STOOD NEAR MRS. PARKAY SPIN AND SHOOT KRONK WHO FALLS AND DIES.

Parkay_CNS says:
::Donnie raises the pass and the door opens they walk in::

Host Raven_CO says:
::dives under the table::

Baker_CEO says:
::smiles:: Paris: I'll finish my beer.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: ALL IN THE ROOM HIT THE DECK

Host Raven_CO says:
CTO: Falcon! ::points at where the shots came from::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: THE TWO MEN BOLT OUT THE DOOR

Paris_FCO says:
::falls to the floor:: Self: What the...?

Hawk_CSO says:
::turns and sees Kronk falling down to the floor, then falls down::

Host Raven_CO says:
::scrambles to her feet::

Falcon_CTO says:
::spins to wear the CO point and raise his arm…with a thought weapon fire leaps from his wrist at the two running men::

Baker_CEO says:
::raises eyebrows once he is on the floor::

Host Raven_CO says:
::runs to the door::

Wesson_XO says:
::hears noise down hall and runs from room::

DrParkay-CMO says:
CNS: Sounds like weapons firing!

Paris_FCO says:
::slowly gets up and heads for the door::

Hawk_CSO says:
::looks at the men running and then glances the CTO::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: ONE OF THE MEN DROPS FROM CTO'S FIRE, THE OTHER ESCAPES

Host Raven_CO says:
:;hopes the rest of the crew does not blow their cover::

Baker_CEO says:
::sees CTO and CO, but doesn't do anything, after all, he is undercover!::

Ian_CIV says:
::climbs off the floor:; Baker/Paris: Yes.. I will just go up to my room, now, I think.

Baker_CEO says:
Parris: Are you alright?

Wesson_XO says:
::Stops at bar area to see if all is alright::

Falcon_CTO says:
::Watches one man fall and takes after the second one::

Ian_CIV says:
::heads upstairs to his room::

Parkay_CNS says:
::pushes her into the room:: CMO: Just a bar fight. ::closes the door behind them:: See if you can find that phaser in our bags.

Baker_CEO says:
Bell/Paris: I'll take a walk outside.

Paris_FCO says:
Baker: I'm fine, just a bit rattled. A fine way to treat guests!

Host Raven_CO says:
::raises her hands in confusion at the bartender:: Bartender: We were just having a drink.

Falcon_CTO says:
::yells over his shoulder:: Hawk: Check him out. ::points to men in the door way::

Wesson_XO says:
::sees all is alright and walks around a bit to make sure while Smith stays in room::

Baker_CEO says:
Paris: Indeed, I think I'm going to lodge a complaint... later.

DrParkay-CMO says:
CNS: Should we step inside or see what is going on?
Parkay_CNS says:
CMO: Well if we go back out there it might look suspicious, so lets just unpack our things and then go in to get something to drink.

DrParkay-CMO says:
CNS: Whatever you feel is best.

Hawk_CSO says:
::still in the floor, he continues looking at them, trying to maintain his disguise::

Host Tim says:
<Bartender>Raven: I know Miss; I’ll take care of it.  ::motions for the body to be removed::

Wesson_XO says:
::sees body near Raven::

Host Raven_CO says:
::stands explaining to the bartender on how they were just sharing a drink.. ::

Host Raven_CO says:
::tries to look horrified as she really is::

Falcon_CTO says:
::turns back as the second man gets away and checks out the man he shot…first checking to see if he is dead::

Hawk_CSO says:
::sees his disguise going away and moves to check the man::

Baker_CEO says:
::gets out and looks around for something he missed -- any details that could be of interest::

Wesson_XO says:
::continues to walk around bar, grabs drink to help with cover::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: PATRONS GET BACK TO THEIR FEET AND RESUME DRINKING AND TALKING

Paris_FCO says:
::makes her way to the elevator and reads the sign:: Out of order! Self: Oh boy, this is just great.

Host Raven_CO says:
CTO: Falcon, lets get a room.  ::nods her head away from the scene::

Falcon_CTO says:
Raven: Sure let me finish searching this guy...

Baker_CEO says:
::goes into the alley::

Host Raven_CO says:
CTO: Falcon: Now. ::sees the bartender coming over::

Falcon_CTO says:
::notices he is dead::

Wesson_XO says:
::watches Raven leaving bar::

Hawk_CSO says:
::is besides the CTO::

Baker_CEO says:
::looks around in the dark places for anything interesting regarding the mission::

Host Raven_CO says:
CTO: Not our problem.  ::tries to not make eye contact with any of the other people in the bar and starts to head for the check in desk::

Paris_FCO says:
::finds the stairs and begins to climb to the third floor::

Ian_CIV says:
::enters his room and walks around it, looking like he is just checking it out, when in actuality he is sweeping it for surveillance devices... the room is clean::

Wesson_XO says:
::leaves bar and heads back to room::

Falcon_CTO says:
::Frisks the dead body quickly finding only personal effects and a Bajoran watch::

Falcon_CTO says:
::then joins Raven::

DrParkay-CMO says:
::looks around:: This place needs some serious dusting!

Wesson_XO says:
::enters::  EO: Well, certainly not the Ritz...

Parkay_CNS says:
::sees the bags on the floor and begins to open them up reveling the med kit and phasers. Hands the med kit to the CMO:: CMO: See if they sent us any thing good in there. :: picks up the phasers to look at them:: We can dust later. ::smiles::

Baker_CEO says:
::sees nothing of interest and gets back into the street, looks around as a tricorder would scan an area::

Host Raven_CO says:
::checks in paying the clerk and heads up the stairs whistling softly hoping the others will hear her and at least peek their heads out of their rooms::

Falcon_CTO says:
::Aside to raven:: Nothing on the corpse.

Hawk_CSO says:
::whispers:: CO: What's our next step now?

Paris_FCO says:
::manages to get lost and walks into a closet:: Self: Small room.


Ian_CIV says:
:;puts briefcase down and opens it up...  and then opens a small compartment on the inside, revealing a cutting edge untraceable comm device which he uses to contact.....  somebody::

Wesson_XO says:
::checks bag::

Host Raven_CO says:
CSO: Did you check in?

Baker_CEO says:
::gets back into hotel and heads for his room::

DrParkay-CMO says:
CNS: ~~~I'm dusting for more than dirt...~~~

Paris_FCO says:
::continues down the hall and finds the right room and enters::

Hawk_CSO says:
CO: I will... did you get a room?

Host Raven_CO says:
CSO: Yes.

Parkay_CNS says:
CMO: ~~~ Well then dust away~~~

Baker_CEO says:
::as he gets in his room, he feels Donnie's mind::

Host Raven_CO says:
::enters her room leaving it open a crack:: Self: Nice.. at least there are no rats.. ::hopes not anyway::

DrParkay-CMO says:
::goes to the restroom and gets a washcloth. Starts "dusting".::

Paris_FCO says:
::hits the light switch and nothing happens:: Self: Oh no.

Falcon_CTO says:
::enters his room which is next to raven’s…notices there a "bed" if you could call it that in the corner....and that’s about it...::

Wesson_XO says:
Self: All is here.

Paris_FCO says:
::feels her way to the bed and places her bag on the bed::

Parkay_CNS says:
::places the phasers back in the case and gets up to look around:: CMO: So, is the bathroom as nice as the living area?

Baker_CEO says:
~~~CNS: Can you hear me, Donnie? ~~~

Hawk_CSO says:
CO: I'll get it.

Host Raven_CO says:
::stands waiting she knocks on the wall to the left softly, knowing the CTO is there::

Paris_FCO says:
::opens it and takes her clothes out, then removing the jewelry case containing her emeralds::

Wesson_XO says:
::puts old Irish knife in pant leg holster in case::

Parkay_CNS says:
~~~CEO: Yes, how is your room? ~~~

DrParkay-CMO says:
CNS: Why yes...why didn't I pack my Lysol?

Falcon_CTO says:
::hears the Captain knock and answer in Morse code...What you want?

Hawk_CSO says:
::after check in, he quickly goes to his room::

Wesson_XO says:
::looks out window at street below::

Host Raven_CO says:
::bangs the wall and yells:: CTO: Come here !

Paris_FCO says:
::checks for her equipment::

Baker_CEO says:
~~~CNS: Pretty good, we're in suites, very luxurious... How did your trip go? ~~~

Host Tim says:
ACTION: WHAT PASSES FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT ENTERS THE INN, LOOKS AROUND, NODS TO BARTENDER AND LEAVES.

Parkay_CNS says:
CMO: Well we have these, ::hands Heather the a phaser and the med kit, sticking the other phaser in his pocket::

Hawk_CSO says:
::checks the room, it's filthy::

Host Raven_CO says:
::pulls the coaster out of her shirt and reads the info on it::

Falcon_CTO says:
::Shakes head then exits his "room" and walks to the captains door opening it:: Raven: What do you want?

Paris_FCO says:
::finds the champagne bottle and pops the cork and sniffs it::

Host Raven_CO says:
CTO: Please get in here. ::clenches teeth::

Parkay_CNS says:
~~~~CEO: It was very nice, did you know the Parkays are rich~~~

Hawk_CSO says:
::places his bag over the bed and checks his phaser::

Falcon_CTO says:
::enters her room and walks over to her::

DrParkay-CMO says:
::takes med-tricorder:: CNS: Thank you.

Host Raven_CO says:
CTO: Did you see where everyone else is staying?

Baker_CEO says:
~~~CNS: So are the Bakers. ::smiles:: Did you get anything interesting regarding the mission? ~~~

Hawk_CSO says:
::after checking his things, he leaves his room and moves towards CO's room::

Falcon_CTO says:
CO: Nope. Just you and Hawk.

Host Raven_CO says:
CTO: Well we need to try and find out.. take a walk around and see what you can find out.. I will need to get messages to them and do it quiet like alright? ::decides she should have been more careful about where they were all to be::

Baker_CEO says:
::sees champagne bottle and pops it open::

Parkay_CNS says:
~~~~CEO: We are still looking. ~~~~

Hawk_CSO says:
::arriving, knocks on the door::

Baker_CEO says:
~~~CNS: So are we... but if you want real estate tips, we're getting pretty good at it! ~~~

Falcon_CTO says:
CO: Did you get the info we needed?

Host Raven_CO says:
::nods at him :: CTO: Yes.

Baker_CEO says:
::pours himself a glass::

Baker_CEO says:
::sips champagne::


DrParkay-CMO says:
::puts tricorder in purse/bag::

Baker_CEO says:
~~~CNS: Their champagne is pretty good too. ::feels comfortable::~~~

Parkay_CNS says:
~~~~CEO: I can see that. ::can tell he has been drinking some::~~~~

Hawk_CSO says:
::still awaiting outside, he knocks again::

Falcon_CTO says:
Raven: How many of the teams have telepaths?

Host Raven_CO says:
::opens the door and sees CSO.. takes his arm and pulls him inside::

Hawk_CSO says:
::is pulled inside:: CO/CTO: So, what do we have so far?  Did you check the room before speaking?

Baker_CEO says:
::feels so comfortable that his falls asleep::

Wesson_XO says:
::sits and takes a minute to relax::

Baker_CEO says:
~~~CNS: zzzzzzzzz~~~

Host Tim says:
ACTION: FLIES START LANDING ON BAKER

Paris_FCO says:
::pours a glass and picks up the PADD and memorizes the locations of suppliers::

Wesson_XO says:
::goes to sink and splashes water on face::

DrParkay-CMO says:
CNS: At least I didn't find any roaches.

Parkay_CNS says:
CMO: That is always a good sign, I am going to take a walk do you want to join me or stay here?

DrParkay-CMO says:
CNS: I am ever and always at your side.

Host Raven_CO says:
CSO: Go downstairs and see if what kind of gossip is going on about the killing… come back in 15 minutes… do not knock.

Hawk_CSO says:
CO: 15 minutes.  I'll try to get a reading device; the SF tricorder wasn't a good idea. ::leaves::


Host Raven_CO says:
CSO: No, just see about the gossip.

Wesson_XO says:
EO: I am going to have a look around...

Paris_FCO says:
::plots a course to each location::

Wesson_XO says:
::checks knife again, leaves room and heads down hallway::

Parkay_CNS says:
CMO: Good lets go. ::extends hand as the walk out the door::

DrParkay-CMO says:
::takes hand and follows::

Paris_FCO says:
::places the PADD down and looks for the facilities::

Hawk_CSO says:
::goes downstairs and enters the bar, looking around::

Wesson_XO says:
::works way down to lobby and heads outside of inn to observe::

Falcon_CTO says:
::exits the captain quarters::

Parkay_CNS says:
::The Parkays begin to walk around the area::

Falcon_CTO says:
~~~opens his mind to any contacts~~~~

Baker_CEO says:
::wakes up::

Paris_FCO says:
:;freshens up::

Hawk_CSO says:
::nods to the barman::

Host Raven_CO says:
::digs down into her bag and takes out a fresh change of clothes and quickly changes::

Wesson_XO says:
::finds a corner to stand in and looks around, lighting his pipe as part of disguise::

Host Raven_CO says:
::grabs a mirror out of her bag and a pair of clippers::

Baker_CEO says:
~~~CNS: Boy, that felt good... just dozing off like that, have you any idea how long it's been! ~~~ ::Feels that it's time to go to Risa for a couple of weeks::


Hawk_CSO says:
Barman: A beer, please, no alcohol.... ::looks around::

Wesson_XO says:
::takes a puff and makes mental notes of street area::

Paris_FCO says:
::feels much better and goes and changes into a fresh outfit::

Falcon_CTO says:
::Picks up CEO’s and CNS’s thoughts and listens in::

Host Bartender says:
::Gives Hawk a strange look and gives him a cold brown drink::

Host Raven_CO says:
::moves to the mirror on the wall and as she winces cuts her hair short. Already she stood next to one that was murdered::

Baker_CEO says:
::feels another presence:: ~~~CTO: May I help you?~~~

Paris_FCO says:
::slips the emerald necklace around her neck and admires it in the rather dirty mirror::

Hawk_CSO says:
::takes the drink:: Bartender: Well... what a mess hun?...  Do you have any idea about what happened in here?

Host Bartender says:
::Shrugs at Hawk:: Hawk: Nope.

Parkay_CNS says:
CMO: Where would you like to go now?

Falcon_CTO says:
~~~CEO: Who is with you? ~~~~

Hawk_CSO says:
::sips, the drink tastes disgusting::

Parkay_CNS says:
::can tell someone is "listening in" doesn’t know who(since he doesn’t know the CTO very well) and blocks his mind out::

Host Raven_CO says:
::throws her hair into the trash can. She takes a bottle from her bag and spilling it into her hand runs it through her hair… changing it into a muddy brown three shades lighter::

Baker_CEO says:
~~~CTO: No one, I'm alone and you? ~~~

Falcon_CTO says:
~~~CEO: Alone right now… who where you talking to?~~~

Host Raven_CO says:
::moves out of her room and down the hall::

Wesson_XO says:
::scratches his newly grown beard and continues to look around::

Ian_CIV says:
::finishes his comms and closes the briefcase up::

Host Raven_CO says:
::slowly walks and stops at each door listening before moving on::

Parkay_CNS says:
::is right behind the Captain, with Heather:: CO: Ma'am we were wondering, do you know what there is to do? My wife and I are vacation.

Baker_CEO says:
~~~CTO: Parkay, another Betazoid on this planet, remember that it is rare to be able to hear a telepathic comm when it's not directed at you...~~~

Ian_CIV says:
::heads out of his room and down to the COs room, checking to make sure he isn't being watched::

Host Raven_CO says:
::turns:: CNS/CMO: Oh lots to do around here, if you have the money. ::grins::

Parkay_CNS says:
CO: We have enough, what did you have in mind?

Hawk_CSO says:
Bartender: I see...  sometimes things get out of control, right?

Host Bartender says:
::takes a glass and starts wiping it with a dirty cloth; watching Hawk::

Wesson_XO says:
::begins to walk around the block on inn, smoking his pipe::

Ian_CIV says:
::notices CO headed down the hall, just ahead of him and continues down the hall::

Host Raven_CO says:
::nods towards the back stairs::

Host Bartender says:
::Eyes flick around the room looking for the rest of the strangers::

Paris_FCO says:
::decides to go back down to the lobby for a look around::

Falcon_CTO says:
~~~~CEO: How many CEO does it take to change a light bulb? ~~~

Host Raven_CO says:
CNS/CMO: The question is what do you two have in mind? ::raises her eyebrow and laughs loudly::

Wesson_XO says:
::notices many side alleys::

Host Raven_CO says:
::leads the way out the back door exit::

Ian_CIV says:
::enters the bar area:: Bartender: Do you have anything decent to eat here?

Parkay_CNS says:
CO:  We are up for anything. ::follows the Captain::

Wesson_XO says:
::making way back towards inn::

Paris_FCO says:
::arrives in the lobby via the stairs...again::

Baker_CEO says:
~~~CTO: 1 but as long as there is no CTO bla bla bla... old joke.~~~

Hawk_CSO says:
::notices Ian asking for a meal::

Host Bartender says:
::Turns to Bell:: Bell: Sure. ::Nods toward the tiny dining room::

Host Raven_CO says:
::sees a news stand:: CNS/CMO: How about you buy a paper and we shall see what is in town this week?

DrParkay-CMO says:
::follows CNS and CO::

Baker_CEO says:
::gets into the bar and sits down::

Wesson_XO says:
Self: Many hiding places...

Ian_CIV says:
::heads to the dining room ::

Falcon_CTO says:
~~~CEO: Ahh good...Lt Hunter...I was listening for fellow crew members....is Parkay part of our team?~~~

Parkay_CNS says:
::walks up to the news stand and buys a paper using the credits:: CO: Here you go.

Ian_CIV says:
::sits down and orders what appears to be the safest item on the menu::

Paris_FCO says:
::makes her way outside::

Falcon_CTO says:
::continues to explore the hall::


Baker_CEO says:
~~~CTO: Affirmative, they both are actually...~~~

Wesson_XO says:
::finishes with pipe and is nearing the Inn again::

Baker_CEO says:
::sees Hawk and nods::

Falcon_CTO says:
~~~~CEO: Good make contact with her...any other telepaths on the team?~~~

Hawk_CSO says:
::observes around and sees everybody drinking and taking care of their own business::

Host Raven_CO says:
::takes the paper and holds it up to her face and whispers:: CNS/CMO: We need to find out what Mugla and Neeps is.

Hawk_CSO says:
::nods back to Baker, discretely::

Host Bartender says:
::Stares at the odd creature that went in dining room with the stranger::

Ian_CIV says:
::Stops waiter and asks him to get a high chair for Tesla::

Host Bartender says:
::Sees the six legged creature climb into the chair and shakes head::

Host Raven_CO says:
::still whispers as she rustles the paper:: CMO/ CNS: Could be names, buildings, streets, anything.

Paris_FCO says:
::walks down the street just outside the Inn and bumps into someone::

Wesson_XO says:
::falls back a step as someone runs into him::

Paris_FCO says:
::looks up:: Wesson: Oh, excuse me Mr.....?

Wesson_XO says:
Paris:  Wesson...people call me Doc Wesson.  And you are?

Host Raven_CO says:
::in a loud voice:: CMO/CNS: Well I do not see anything that you can afford.. maybe a movie at two. ::nods at the theater across the street and then walks away from them::

Hawk_CSO says:
Bartender:  Did you know the guy who was killed?

Baker_CEO says:
~~~CMO/CNS/CTO: This is Michael, I just want to make sure that I am able to contact every telepaths on the mission~~~

Hawk_CSO says:
::notices Tesla arriving::

Paris_FCO says:
Wesson: Have we met before? You seem very familiar. Oh I'm Cassie Paris.

Wesson_XO says:
::shakes hand::  Paris: Nice to meet you...you DO look a bit familiar...hmmm.

Ian_CIV says:
::Tesla and Ian eat their food... it is surprisingly good, considering the looks of the place::

Host Raven_CO says:
::walks down the walk looking into shop windows and the reflections as well::

Parkay_CNS says:
CMO: Well I guess the moves it is then.

DrParkay-CMO says:
CNS: Sure, what shall we see. Moon Over Risa?

Falcon_CTO says:
~~~CEO: Read you~~~

Baker_CEO says:
::sees Tesla arriving:: Self: What the hell? What is he doing here? Oh right... getting us discovered!

Paris_FCO says:
::extends her hand:: Wesson: I'm so sorry. I didn't watch where I was going.

Wesson_XO says:
Paris: Not a problem...may I buy you a cup of coffee here?

Paris_FCO says:
Wesson: Well, I'm not....oh alright. I'd like that.

Hawk_CSO says:
Bartender:  Did you know the guy who was killed?

Host Raven_CO says:
:;notes her short hair and winces::

Baker_CEO says:
~~~CTO: The others must be out of the Inn...~~~

Hawk_CSO says:
::glances at the CEO::

Falcon_CTO says:
~~~~CEO: Very well. ~~~~

Parkay_CNS says:
CMO: If that is what you want to see Moon over Risa it is then. ::they take off towards the movie::

Falcon_CTO says:
::looks for the captain::

Host Bartender says:
<<<Pause Mission>>>
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